Four friends are taking their old cars to the car wash. Each one bought a ticket and have a car from the '80s. What color is Brian's car?

1. Nobody has the same initial in his name and in the color of his car.
2. Only one car has correspondence in the year it was built and in its ticket.
3. Among Brian and George, one has the car from 1982, and the other has the ticket #82.
4. Robert’s ticket is 1 number greater than the ticket for the car from 1983.
5. Red car and white car have consecutive tickets, but they haven't been built in consecutive years.
6. Walter's car isn't black, wasn't built in 1983 and doesn't have ticket #84. White car isn't from 1982.
7. If the gray car has ticket #82, then the black car is from 1984.
8. If Brian has the red car, then George has the white one.
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